Tioga Mountain Bike Park

- 23-mile trail system constructed in June and July by 11 professional trailbuilding crews unprecedented
- Instant success - local families through regional mountain bike enthusiasts
- Local entrepreneurial excitement
Redhead Mountain Bike Park

- 15+ miles of trail constructed from August through present
- 10-15 miles to be constructed by September, 2020
- Dramatic site with very resilient trails
- Slated to open in May, 2020
- Chisolm will see instant and growing visitation
- Potential for regional/national summer riding destination
Lessons Learned

• IRRR leadership & thinking outside the box has set a new standard for mountain bike trail development

• Rapid development is not a result of rapid planning

• Mobility in decision-making is vital to project success

• Collaboration and communication are the keys to maximizing long-term project benefits